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Future Events
Blacks Beach to Eimeo……………………………………..……….……….4th May
Crediton Scrub………………………………………………….……………11th May
Mystery Walk…………………………………………………….…………...18th May
General Meeting ………………….…………….….….…….….….…..……21st May
The Beak…………………………………..…………………………….…….25th May
St Lawrence Camp………………………………………………31st May – 1st June
Maud Creek……………………………………………………………………1st June
60th Party………………………………………………….…………..……….6th June
Beta Creek…………………………………………..….…………………..29th June

Hey Dudes
Dan is having an O
Birthday and a party to
celebrate.
th
6 June is the date to
remember.
Be there or be square
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From the Editor
Whoohoo another party coming up and what an occasion to celebrate. Dan’s 60th is guaranteed to be an amazing
night of fun. His parties are legendary and are a great way to socialise.
I sent an email out earlier in the month regarding the River to Reef bike ride in October. In it I forgot to mention that
Dale has also participated in it each year it has been going. I hope to see more of us on our bikes for it this year
and to have Bushwalkers printed on our jerseys.
Have a great month!

Our Publicity Officer is Kevin Smith
kevnjans@bigpond.net.au
Please email Kevin any photos you think would
look good in the newspaper.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 26th May

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Black’s Beach & Eimeo
Sunday, 4th May
Leader: Carole Weekes 49546108
Depart: 7am
Journey: 30 kms $3
Grade: L23
Estimated walking time: 6 hrs Total of all
uphill sections: 30 m Pace: Average
Vegetation: not much Expect: sand, some
rocks, tracks, sun, some road walking, insects.

The plan is to park the cars at Black’s Beach
picnic area near Dolphin Heads, to walk along
the beach to McCready Creek, and then to
return via either the beach or the bush tracks on
the Black’s Beach Spit, depending on the
wishes of the group. On our arrival back at the
cars, we will climb the steps to Dolphin Heads,
and access the beach via a short walk down the
road. You might like to carry reef walkers with
you to cross the tidal gully at the southern end
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of Eimeo Beach. A stroll along Eimeo Beach
will be followed by a walk to Eimeo Creek by
climbing over the rocks below the Pacific Hotel,
or by walking along the road a short distance,
depending on tide levels. The day will finish
with a walk back to the cars.
This will be an easy walk and a relaxing day,
but last year we covered 16 kms all up.
However, if you only want to do the Black’s
Beach section and leave us at lunch time, this
is fine as long as we organise the cars so that
all those wishing to complete the entire walk are
travelling together.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 21st May
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Kathy and Dan
The Beak
Sunday 25th May
Leader: Jenny Wooding
49440236,
0447091532, jennywooding@dodo.com.au
Depart :
7:00am
Journey:
320km $32.00
Map Ref:
Proserpine
875567
Grade:
S44
Estimated Walking Time 4 hours Pace
Average Terrain Beach, tracks, rocks
Vegetation Minor bush and scrub Total uphill
100m Expect Some scrambling, jellyfish, sand,
mangroves, stunning scenery. This is a
relatively easy walk starting off on tracks to a
coral beach and then up to a lookout. We then
head off track to 5 other deserted beaches.
Several Whitsunday Islands can be viewed
from the beaches and lookout. The tide will be
in when we are at the second beach which is
nice and sandy so it will be perfect for
swimming. Those who don’t want to swim can
relax on the grass and enjoy the scenery. In the
past this walk has had naked people, whales
and dugongs so be prepared for the
unexpected.

Crediton Scrub to Burroughs Creek
Sunday 11th May
Leader: Dan McKinlay: 49534249 or
0409057494 or email
dan.mckinlay@mackay.qld.gov.au
Journey: 190km $20.00
Depart: 6am
Map Ref: Mirani 609509 to 598470
Grade: L54
Estimated walking time: 8 hours-approx. 14
km. Total of all uphill sections: 600m Pace:
average Terrain: uneven terrain Vegetation:
rainforest Expect: gentle slopes and some
lantana. This walk is mainly a partly marked trail
through the scrub from the Crediton area
emerging at the GREAT WHITE TANK on the
Cockies Creek Road. We then turn right and
walk a further 2 km before turning left and
dropping down a further km into Hazelwood
Creek near the junction of Burroughs Creek,
where we will have lunch. We then retrace our
steps back to the start.This section is largely
part of the Highland Great Walk.
This is a suitable walk for beginners with good
fitness. You will need to carry sufficient water
for the whole day, although can refill at
Burroughs Creek.

St Lawrence Wetlands Week-end Car Camp
31 May – 1 June 2014
Leader:
Penny McMahon 49514287 or
penny_mackay@msn.com
Depart: 7am
Journey: 170km $34
Isaac Regional Council is once again hosting
the St Lawrence Wetlands Week-end
Ecofestival. In previous years some of us have
just gone down for the Saturday, thus missing
out on the evening activities which include the
live bush band, and bushman’s dinner. Free
camping and wetland tours are provided by
Council. Bird hides and fish traps may also be
investigated. St Lawrence is an important bird
habitat, and the wetlands are impressive. There
are also some historical sites in the area which,

Mystery/Surprise Walk
Sunday 18th May
Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474
Please phone Coral to register for this surprise
walk which is guaranteed to be a good one. If
she is not at home please leave a message and
your number so she can get back to you.
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is open, 4WD vehicles will be the go. Please
note the early start time. You must book to
attend this walk. Bookings close Wednesday
28 May.
You must book by email to
steven.morgan61@gmail.com and include your
phone number in the email.

tides & roads permitting, we should also be able
to visit.
Please contact leader before Wednesday 28
May.
It is understood that a free return bus will run
from Mackay to St Lawrence on Saturday 31
May. To enquire about this please contact the
St Lawrence Office, 496454900, personally.

Dan’s 60th Birthday Party
Friday 6th June

Maud Creek Falls
Sunday 1 June 2014

Another BIG O PARTY Fifty/Sixties/Seventies theme
Do you all remember the
excellent night we had last
year when a number of our
members celebrated the
fact that sometime during
2013 they had a birthday
ending in an O?
Well this year it is Dan’s turn to celebrate this
milestone and we are all going to be there with
bells on to help him. Dan would love to make it
a multi celebration so if you are also having a
birthday this year which ends in 0 let Dan know.
How can we miss a party to celebrate!
When: Friday 6th June
Where: Dan’s place: Unit 1/8 Jubilee Street and
partners are welcome.
Time- commencing 6pm-6.30 pm.
Please bring a main or a desert and your own
drinks. This party will have a 50’s, 60,s, 70,s
theme so the possibilities are endless.
Contact
Daneither
emaildan.mckinlay@mackay.qld.gov.au or phone
0409057494 or home 49534249 re your
attendance and confirming what food you are
bringing. If you have not attended one of these
parties before they are very, very enjoyable-and
new members are very welcome.

Leader Steven Morgan (4954 0037, 0418 882
817)
Depart: 6:00am
Journey: 200km $20.00
Map Ref: Mirani 607767 (all grid refs for this
walk are AGD 66)
Grade: M88
Estimated walking time: 8 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 480m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain
forest/open forest Expect: much steep slopes,
some rockhopping, very steep scrambles, waita-while, leeches, swimming holes, difficult creek
crossings.
We will set off from the end of Chelmans Road
and down a ridge into Maud Creek. We follow
this creek downstream to the top of the rather
substantial Maud Creek Falls. After recent rain
there should still be a good flow of water over
this dramatic feature.
The descent to the
bottom of these falls involves the use of a hand
line, but everyone normally makes it okay.
Maud Creek is an area where the Eungella
rainforest transitions to more open forest. This
is quite a substantial walk so we need to keep a
reasonable pace. Even more so if Chelmans
Road is not open to vehicles and we have to
walk it. In the off chance that Chelmans Road

Previous Activities
Rockhampton caving
22nd & 23rd March
I had promised an easy beginner’s caving week end. Penny, Kate, Deb Carter, Celestine, Jasmine and
Telina all took the bait, with Kris and Philip also in on the action along with Kerry and Joanna. We made
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our way down to Capricorn Caves Resort by one means or another on Friday and slummed it in one of
the resort cabins – the Olsen, which has room enough for a small army.
On Saturday morning we headed into Johannsens Cave and spent a few hours exploring the main
sections of the cave, a squeeze here, a crawl there – just enough to stretch (or should I say squash)
everyone appropriately. At this stage I was working on “reading” the group for what they were up for.
Brimming with confidence in our group, I decided for the route up to the “daylight hole”. This is a
climbing route that heads upward and eventually emerges on the ridge well above the main cave
entrance. The terminus of this route is a small hole in the roof of a chamber. Climb up the chamber,
thrust both arms and your head into the hole, thrash around with your legs for some purchase, and all
the time try to keep your hips to the right so as not to wedge into the tighter corner of the hole. Finally,
through just enough to be able to roll over. Then to add insult to injury, a climb up a narrow rift with
sharp cave coral and still we are not done. The final moves are a vertical climb up about 4m of tree
roots. But hell it is worth it and now I am trying to read everyone again to see whether they are ecstatic
or psychologically scarred for life.
In the same area after lunch, we dropped two ropes down the
shaft into Lower Johannsens. Once over the top edge, this
drop is more or less a free hanging abseil of about 20m,
although the central section narrows down so that you can
touch both walls. Philip and Kris ascended the ropes and
derigged while the rest of us took the alternate route out of
Lower Johannsens.
Back at “camp” we further slummed it with a swim in the pool,
and a campfire with marshmallows.
On Sunday we climbed the stairs up Mt Etna and then across
limestone moonscape known as karst to reach a cave called Carn Dum. More abseiling past an area of
particularly good cave formations down into the main central chamber of Carn Dum. There is a lower
chamber here with an extension called Letterbox. Some of us climbed down in the general direction of
this, but the climbing is quite difficult and the commitment waning so we didn’t get all the way down.
Again, Kris and Philip derigged the ropes while we went out a lower entrance of Carn Dum, then back to
the cars by lunch time and the long drive home.
Somewhere along the line easy and beginners got a bit lost amongst climbing, squeezing, abseiling,
and maybe a bit more climbing and squeezing, but I am sure that what we did was just right for the
group. And if not counselling is available.
Steven Morgan
Mt Tanya
Sunday30th March
Nineteen people, fronted up for Mt Tanya, some regulars, some we haven’t
seen for a while and it was great to welcome 3 new people. Some of us had
vivid memories of the last visit we had to this mountain and they filled us with
horror. On that particular day it had not stopped raining, we couldn’t see the
ridges we were meant to be following and we spent most of the day in a very
soggy and miserable state.
However for the return visit the sun was out and promised to stay out for the
day so things were looking good.
The day began with us having to limbo under not 1 but 2 electric fences –
now they were a new edition since last time. Dan assisted by his GPS, myself
and my GPS led us to the top of the first ridge for morning tea. We took a zig
zagged track to dodge most of the lantana but basically remained on course without any dramas. The
last part was quite steep and had us all huffing and puffing so morning tea and a good break was very
welcome. It also enabled a shoe repair to be made with the ever trusty gaffa tape.
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Once fortified and cooled off we set off along the top of the ridge to where it meets the next ridge which
would lead us to the top of Mt Tanya. It has always been a bit like bashing through a tunnel along this
part but this time definitely involved more bashing than I remember due to the prolific growth which has
occurred over the past couple of years.
We made it to the top for a leisurely lunch before Dan led us down off the
mountain. Unfortunately we came off the mountain a little early and spent a
large part of the afternoon bashing through the lantana, at least Poor Dan did
the bashing and the rest of us followed in the path he created. He looked
exhausted by the end of it all as it is extremely hard making headway when
the lantana is so dense.
Back at the cars we changed before heading off to Walkerston for icecreams
on the way home. Thanks Dan –it was a great day.
The next morning at work I discovered I was somewhat itchy and after some
investigation found I had the worst case of scrub itch that I had ever
encountered. Not only was it all over my groin area but it was up over my
stomach and some even made it to my neck. I emailed Edie at work to discover she was in a similar
state and I have since found out that quite a few of us came back with it. I eyed off the contents of my
chemical store and decided Metho was the best bet. At first I put a little on cautiously but then decided
not to worry about how I smelt and liberally doused myself in it. Fortunately it worked well.
I must be a sucker for punishment as a little over a week later I went up Mt Dalrymple with 2 of the
young scientists from Griffith Uni. We made it to the top and back in record time with a lot of heavy gear.
However the leeches had to be seen to be believed. Never had I seen so many and Erica assured me
they are nowhere near that bad in Borneo!
Jenny
Midweek Finch Hatton Gorge
Wednesday 2 April 2014
7 Bushwalkers were keen to do this mainly exploratory walk.
However, upon reaching Araluen Cascades it was obvious that with
the amount of water in the creek (due to the rain following Cyclone
Dylan) that we were unable to cross here as planned. So we
returned to the picnic area for morning tea and a reassessment of
the day’s plans. We walked up the ridge near the picnic area, but the
creek was nowhere near,
although there was a really great
challenging boulder which some
of us just HAD to climb.
We drove back along the road a bit to check out our possibilities of
crossing the creek there...not good...Brian went upstream a bit to do
some more investigating, but returned...not good anywhere close by.
So, more discussions about our next move. We decided to drive to
Victor & Alyth’s and walk down to the creek from their place. We
found a good lunch spot right at the bottom of their steps. I had a
refreshing swim but had to be mindful of the current. Some of us
found comfortable rocks & Bryan was so comfortable he was even
heard to snore!!
Eventually we walked up the creek, mostly keeping to the high bank
above it. We had great views of the creek with the water flowing
swiftly, and some good rapids. We were delighted by the sight of a
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Zodiac moth, which alighted on a tree right in front of us, wings outstretched, making a perfect picture.
Also, there were some extremely large interesting fungi. We checked out a few rock crevices but found
they didn’t go far. Then we came to Coral’s “Piece de resistance” – a beautiful rocky area with many
crows nest ferns. Shortly afterwards we reached the “pink tape” indicating the spot where Coral had
planned to join Finch Hatton Creek if we had been able to do the
originally planned walk. At this point it was decided to retrace our steps
and do the original walk another day.
Victor and Alyth were home on our return, so time was spent chatting
and most of us came home with monsterio deciciosa fruit. Frances was
also keen to check out Brian’s guava trees for fruit, there were not a lot
of fruit available but I hope she managed to get enough for some jam.
I believe we all enjoyed the day, thank you Coral.
Penny
Mt Blackwood
9 April 20014
This was my third attempt to lead an exploratory walk up Mt Blackwood and it looked like rain was again
going to put a stop to it. The closer I drove to the rendezvous point the heavier the rain became. But
within moments of pulling up adjacent to Mt Jukes the rain stopped and beautiful twin rainbows
appeared with the pot of gold beckoning just a short distance
away at the foot of Mt Jukes.
Once the other cars arrived from town we continued on through
the picturesque countryside with the sun shining. We started
walking up the road for a short distance before dropping down
into a small creek with the plan to follow this as far as possible
before reconnecting with the
road to return.
Not long after morning tea we reached what has officially now been
dubbed Telephone Rock after Frances received a phone call here
when she and Penny led the first walk when due to injury I couldn’t
attend.
From here we continued on up the gully until it petered out. After
consulting the map and gps we decided to continue on in almost
the same direction to eventually join up with the road fairly close to
the top.
Pushing through the grass and trees we broke onto a flat area that
soon became obvious as an old road. We made good progress
following this old road until Cheryl discovered we were just metres
away from the bitumen. From here we walked on the bitumen up
to the viewing spot where we had lunch and some did the last little
bit up to the tower.
Thank you Frances for organising the town start. Thank you
Therese for some excellent photos and thank you all for an
enjoyable day.
Kathy
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Massey Gorge
18th -20th April

Mt Britton Camp
Friday 25th – Sunday 27th April
Some arrived on Friday, some on Saturday and some on Sunday but all who came to this camp enjoyed
it and some great walking was to be had with very pleasant weather. Thanks Kevin and Coral for
organising this weekend. It’s a stunning area to be walking in and it was wonderful to be able to do 2
new walks out in this area.
Jenny

Sunday morning circle. Kevin trying
to get the rabble in order!
Looking back at our campsite on
Saturday afternoon!

Pretty local
Crazy visitors

Thanks Kate and Kevin for the photos.

On Top of the Peak
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